Who We Are
dtm group – The IT Manufactory
We see ourselves as the high-tech manufactory
in the field of information technology. Our
strength is the combination of perfect craftsmanship and state-of-the-art technology. We
invest in research & development to create
technological trends in the domain of data
centers and IT cabling at our site in
Meckenbeuren, Germany.
The variety of core competencies available in
our company group enables us to implement
complete IT systems for organizations and
assist our customers as a one-stop supplier
from initial planning to after-sales service.

How to Contact Us
You can contact us most easily by e-mail or
telephone. We will also be glad to welcome you
on our premises for a previously agreed visit.

Contact
dtm Datentechnik Moll GmbH
LANconcept Moll GmbH
Benzstraße 1
D-88074 Meckenbeuren
+49 (0)7542 9403-0
info@dtm-group.de

With this objective in mind, we employ highly
qualified personnel, e.g. engineers, architects,
software developers, project managers,
technical specialists, site managers, fitters
and trainees in technical, commercial and
design-related job profiles.

Coming soon!
vaiking.de

Your new datacenter
monitoring, control & AI tool.

Vaiking is the New Intelligence for all
Data Centers and Server Rooms.
Vaiking is structured according to 3 building
blocks. First, we create total transparency by
closely knit monitoring. Second, we relief the
IT staff from high loads by DC automation.
Third, we increase the energy efficiency of the
data center by artificial intelligence.
Vaiking is an excellent solution for all
large-scale data centers, co-locations and
hyperscalers who need to monitor extremely
many data points instantly and efficiently.
Another strength of the system are distributed
infrastructures, such as edge data centers,
which can be controlled and monitored
automatically and thereby facilitate remote
handling tremendously.
Vaiking is able to monitor and control
everthing that is integrated into your network
and speaks IP. It can automate everything that
can be switched or controlled. This means
that we also monitor bus systems or building
control systems in addition to the servers.
Vaiking will be able to comprehend your data
center after a certain learning phase and will
help you to improve the up time of IT services
and save important resources, such as energy.
For this reason we recommend: Never run a
datacenter without your Vaiking!

Visible AI is King
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